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Today the world is growing up with the new technologies and everybody wants  to interact and lead
their lives, making their routine and even complex activities more interactive and easier to
accomplish through the Mobile technology. So mobile companies are ready to launch Touch Screen
Technology  With dual and flexible electronic paper style screens, electronic ink screens, mirrors
with Wi-Fi powered screens, screens with great contrast under sunlight and knowing their position
and This is an Open Innovation experiment video from TAT (The Astonishing Tribe).

The idea focuses on the â€œtouch screenâ€• interactivity of almost every object use on a daily basis which
would really need more power.and screen technologies be in sync with the presence of cheap and
feasible energy sources to allow the more safer and futuristic world a reality with swiftness with the
wireless connectivity amongst the various devices using this technology which may again prove to
be a hurdle in some less technologically advanced countries.

The touch screen display has four hot-zones (top, bottom, left, right). Simply touch with your finger
to change mode; time, date, alarm, light up.and Futuristic Touch Screen Technology would entered
into 2014 with the normal and very popular, almost all the gadget would operate with either
touchscreen or movement recognition. Through this new technology we can be seems to Gaming
and Entertainment and watch HD videos on iPad or iPods with analog which means better clarity
and life-like experience. It would be wonderful to watch 3D 1080p videos and movies on devices
running on Future of Touchscreen Technology.

So What do you feel About  Future of Touchscreen Technology.
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